Rochdale Riverside
Multidiscipline ground engineering package for new retail and
leisure development.

Aarsleff Ground Engineering were awarded the contract at
Rochdale to provide a multidiscipline ground engineering
solution package for a new retail and leisure park, on behalf of
main contractor Willmott Dixon. The £80m flagship project will
comprise of approximately 200,000sq/f of retail and leisure shops,
with a Next, M&S, Boots and Reel Cinema. Originally specified
as a CFA and Sheet Piling Scheme, Aarsleff were able to convert
much of the project into precast piles, with the addition of
Ground Anchors and a King Post Wall.
Aarsleff installed a 152 lin/m King Post Wall for a new two-storey
car park, for the M&S. With retaining heights up to 4.7m, the
wall also provides level ground for a new access road which
will be situated behind the wall. For the cinema, Aarsleff had
to engineer a solution to allow them to pile adjacent to a live
and running metro station whilst keeping it cost effective for
the client, resulting in a combination of 43No CFA (Continuous
Flight Auger) piles and 16 No anchor piles to a 17m depth. For the
rest of the site, Aarsleff installed 302 No. precast concrete piles
driven from 9m to 20m depth, keeping the costs down for the
client but without compromising on the structure.
Aarsleff used prestressed concrete panels for the King Post
Wall. The decision to use prestressed rather than reinforced
precast concrete panels resulted in a high strength/size ratio,
ensuring that units were lighted and thinner and provide more
tolerance for the meander of the wall. Jamie Beard, Senior
Building Manager at Willmott Dixon said “This solution was

proposed by Aarsleff as opposed to a sheet piled wall. The finish
of the Kingpost is excellent, and our customer is far happier with
it as a product compared to a sheet piled wall.”
As the area was brownfield, the sustainability benefits linked to
Aarsleff ’s precast products were a huge driver. Aarsleff ’s onsite
facility manufactured the precast products for this scheme,
allowing Willmott Dixon a full audit trail and assurance of
quality before installation. Being precast, the products keep the
surrounding ground intact so that there is no need to transport
excavated material away which in turn minimises disruption to
the local neighbourhood. Furthermore, the operation itself is a
clean process – both environmentally (since there would be no
vehicle emissions associated with disposing soil) and logistically
(wet concrete was not being handled).
It’s unusual to have a mixed piled solution for a foundation and
generally contractors try to avoid it due to the potential issues
arising from differential settlements. However, Aarsleff delivered
the 4-phased groundworks package, and far exceeded the projects
original requirements. Aarsleff did not sublet any of the work,
allowing the company to optimise on project delivery and take on
full responsibility for the delivery of the project. Ross Mitchell, Senior
Design Manager at Willmott Dixon said “Communication is essential
to any project, but Aarsleff Ground Engineering demonstrated real
proactive engagement from the get-go. Aarsleff delivered first-rate
customer care throughout the duration of this project, from the
initial enquiry stage to design and operations. In the initial design
stages for example, Aarsleff not only offered us expert advice,
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but provided us with practical and methodological solutions for overcoming the obstructions we encountered on site”. Michael
Blackburn, Project Quantity Surveyor at Willmott Dixon further said “We have been impressed by the approach Aarsleff have taken
to design, supply and install this package. They are very proactive when it comes to proposing solutions to problems that occur
in design and on site and our site team have full confidence in their ability to deliver this package.”
For our clients, using a single point of service for all the foundation work saves time and money and ensures that projects can be
managed effectively and safely on site. Blackburn adds “I would recommend Aarsleff to others as they have proven their capability
in delivering a high value Piling package that has had numerous issues in both design and whilst on site. Aarsleff always looked to
resolve any design issues directly with our design team and proposed numerous solutions that worked well on site. This pro-active
approach ensured we were able mitigate any delays to the project. Commercial issues have been dealt with in a timely manner
and have been easy to resolve. I look forward to working with Aarsleff again in the near future”.
The project highlights the benefits of Aarsleff’s collaborative in-house working from the sharing of Group plant resources and
materials to design and operations. The project marks a total group package that came together for what was initially specified
as just CFA and Sheet Piling. The project proves that Aarsleff Ground Engineering can deliver a technically challenging project
completely in-house. Having control and a comfortable awareness of design and technical processes and requirements of this
project across the company enables Aarsleff to control risk, seize opportunities and ultimately deliver a high standard performance
to our valued client.

Scope of Works
302 No. Precast Concrete Piles
43 No. CFA piles
16 No. Ground Anchors
152 lin/m King Post Wall

Client
Genr8 and Kajima in partnership
with Rochdale Borough Council
Contractor
Willmott Dixon

Equipment
Junttan PM20 Rigs
Comacchio
60T Crawler Crane
Construction Period
July 5th 2018 - October 5th 2018

Aarsleff Ground Engineering Ltd, is the UK trading arm of Danish contracting giant
Per Aarsleff A/S, and is one of the UK’s leading piling and geotechnical design and
installation specialist contractors; actively promoting early consultation to ensure
each scheme can be Value Engineered to give clients the best service, quality
design, safety and value. Aarsleff ’s strategy and philosophy of investment into the
future has resulted in its wholly owned subsidiary Centrum Pile Ltd having the most
advanced precast pile production facilities in the UK, producing segmentally jointed
precast concrete piles to BS En12794 to Class 1A.
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